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ABSTRACT

This report describes the results of the simulation adeof th&w
Automatic Aircraft Intercept Control System (AAICS). The results in-
dicate that a target can be tracked by Track-While -Scan equ~ipment
(T-W-S) if sufficient smoothing is provided. Stable operation of AAXCS
was shown to be possible. The Importance of accuracies In the deter-
mination of bomber and fighter speeds was investigated. The intercep-
tion accuracies obtained in the simulation were good. The AAICS loop
operated satisfactorily at all data rates employed in the simulation.
Greater smoothing was required for a maneuvering target than for a
target on a straight-line course. A simple evasive maneuver started
early In the bomber's course did not materially alter Interception
accuracies.

PROBLEM STATUS

This is an interim report; work is continuing on the prrAXem.

AUTHORIZATION

NRL Problem ROT-25R.
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CO CNFIDEiTIAL

TWO-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATION OF THE AUTOMATIC
AIRCRAFT INTERCEPT CONTROL SYSTEM -7

INTRODUCTION

The problem with which this report is concerned was establishedl, 2, 3 at the Laboratory for -"
the purpose of conducting a study to provide specific recommendations on the technical charac-
teristics of an Automatic Aircraft Intercept Control System (AAICS). Several reports have been S
released4 ,5 ,6 covering certain aspects of the problem. The preient report, another of the series,
covers the results of analysis and simulation of the proposed AAICS servo-loop.

For analysis purposes the AAICS can be divided into three pneral parts. The first covers
human operations of detection, evaluation, briefing, and launching of aircraft which could not be
mechanized for simulation, and hence was not embraced in this study. The second involves the
automatic tracking, the automatic computation of intercept courses, and the relay of the neces-
sary course commands to bring the interceptors to the point of acquisition of their targets. The
third part is the aircraft duel. Only the second part is directly considered in this report.

The degree of automaticity possible in performing the functions of data gathering and com-
putation of intercept course depends largely on the stability of these functions and on the com-
plexity likely to be encountered in the operational equipments.

PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN AAICS SIMULATION

The value of results obtained by simulating any problem is, of course, largely dependent
upon the degree of realism attained in setting up the problem for simulation. For this reason
attention needs tobe given to the theoretical and practical considerations underlying the intercep-
tions attempted, so that a fuller appreciation may be had of the significance of the results
obtained.

To simplify the equations, only the two-dimensional phase of navigation was considered,
i.e., the phase after the fighter had attained the bomber's altitude. To simplify the work further,
all computers auxiliary to the main-course computer were omitted from the simulation loop.
The derivation of the two-dimensional equations related to the navigational phase of AAICS is
based on the general navigational triangle, Figure 1.

1CNO ltr. OP-413-C63/fic, FS-367 Ser. No. 1397P413 to ONR, BuAer, BuShips, BiuOrd, dated
4 Sept., 1947, directing initiation cf development plans.

2 ONR ltr. to NRL Exos: ONR: N461: EOW, Ser. 52, dated 19 Jan. 1948. Request for estab-
lishrnent of project at NRL to conduct studies of Automatic Aircraft Intercept Control System as
stated in correspondence from CNO, BuAer, and BuShips.

3 NRL Itr. C-115-23/48 (04Z13) to ONR dated 4 Feb. 1948, confirming establishment of Prob-
lem R07-25R.

4 Riccobono, S., "Automatic Aircraft Intercept Control System Study." NRL Report R-3342,
August 30, 1948. (Secret)

5Alderson, W. S., Guarino, P.A., and Varela, A.A., "A Study of computers and radar for air-
craft interception control." NRL Report R-3368, October 13, 1948. (Secret)

6 Harrell, B. F., "An analysis of the attack approach to the aircraft duel." NRL Report R-3479,
June 7, 1949. (Secret)
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POINT OF INTERCEPTION

A..f

%INTERCEPTOR Vb OME
OR OR

PROJECTILE Z8-TARGET
LINE OF SIGHT

Figuire I - NnivigationRI tri~rngir

In this triangle, the lead angle, 41, is given by the equation

6 ain1 (q sin 0)(1

in which

q (2)yr

The solution 6, equation 1, would have no meaning to the pilot in AAICS except within isight of the
target. Also the variables of equation 1 are not directly obtainable from the data .gathe ring

equipment of AAICS. To obtain a useful re-
N L lationship, the triangle is shown in Figure 2

PON kINIECf ITC tIO14 *
r-oriented with respect to axes passing through

the radar. It is required of the course comn-
puter that it accept coordinate data of the

/ 1~*x'Y, bomber and fighter as delivered by the radar
RADAR "~j"~ plus T-W-S, process the data, and then dte-

Sliver L, command course,,6, which is the
L./fighter corethat will result in necp

10" ''. tion. Using the coordinates and angles de-XI /;ka 4, fined on Figure 2, the command course is

ton" diin"(q sin -)(3

K, ,X,~ ARE 11MOOTHILO CONINUOb in which
rACROINAICS FROM t.W.S I ~[

di, ' III dt dt II LOUý - ,5I -tin .

Fiuv2 RvIn'ltions.hip of na~viiaat hn,'iJ tr iunlAJ1 and - Lj
to rond .1-ha~se'd ux'.v3, s, VbV

*1 ~(5)
These equations are general expressions of the relationship existing between coordinate

data and the intercept course,fl. Other mathematically equivalent statements of this relation-
.. hi aeof course, possible, but no attempt was made at this pu)nt to choose the form or ar-

rangemont most advantageoum to the design of at specific AA "CS computer. The work attempted
was a study of the stability of the AAICS loop, rather than a study of stability of individual units

.5. of the loop. it was assumed that, if stability occurred in the simulating computer,. consisting of
* standard computer units arranged to solve these equations, the design of a stable special-purpose

computer for AAICS was pos;sible.
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Stability

A course computer designed to solve the above equations, or their equivalent expressions,
will of necessity contain many amplifier units and servo devices, which in turn will contain dc-,
tive elements and feedback. Such a system can be made to oscillate, if properly excited. An
examination of the separate terms of these equations indicates the possibility of considerable
variation in them from instant to instant under conditions of input data containing erratic and
random errors. The coordinate data MbYb, Xf, and f delivered to the computer by the T-W-S
contain position errors (which are herein designated by the letter E with the proper subscripts).
The observed coordinates for either bomber or fighter can be expressed by the equations,

"YV= Y + E (6)

and X=X+Ex, (7)

in which X and Y are the exact position coordinates and Ey, Ex the position errors. Since the' -
errors vary with time, the derivatives of the indicated position coordinates contain the rate of
change of these errors. That is,

Y-Y+Ey (8)
X: = X +x (9)

The values X and Y are the exact component velocities, aind the values ix and Ey are the
errors in the indicated component velocities. Substitution of equations 6 through 9 into the var-
ious terms of equations 3, 4, and 5 gives an indication of the degree of variation to be expected
in these terms with the assumption of reasonable values of E. The first term of the right side of
equation 3 may be written as

a= tan-l RXb - Xf) + (EXb -(E10)

Jb - Yf ) + (Eyb (10)
This term would not be likely to excite instabilities in the course computer except in the immed-
iate vicinity of the interception point. This follows from the fact that everywhere except near
the interception point the displacement between bomber and fighter will be very much larger than
the position errors contained in the coordinates.

Instabilities resulting from variations occurring in this term are not of prime consideration
in AAICS because tally-ho will occur well outside the region of collision. The last term of equa-
tion 3 contains the quantities 4$ and q. It is in these quantities that possibility of unstable opera-
tion lies. The quantities 4) and q, expressed by equations 4 and 5, contain coordinate derivatives
of the first and second power. These derivatives include the rates of change of position errors,
equations 8 and 9. Only the last term of equation 4 needs to be considered. Substituting equa-
tions 8 and 9 into it, this term becomes

Theange , wichinicaes he tan", (11)hLYb + kybj
The angle Y, which indicates the bomber's heading, is dependent on the rates a' change of

coordinate errors Exb and Eyb as well as on the component velocities. The magntdes of kb,
and Eyb that will be encountered in taking the derivative of the output of the finished T-W-S unit'
is not known, but on the basis of radar errors alone, it seems probable that they will be at least
of the same order of magnitude as the component bomber velocities Xb and kb- Assuming this
to be the case, E vb could at some instant equal (-Yb), and (-Xb-Exb) could be either positive or
negative. The value of y could then at one instant be +900 and a moment later be -900 under
these .- riditions. Hence 4) could momentarily vary about its steady value by a corresponding
amount.

Similarly, considerable variation can occur in q. A substitution of equations 8 and 9 into
equation 5 shows that, under the same assumed conditions as before, q could possibly have
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momentary values ranging from the vicinity of zero to values many times greater than unity.,

With a q greater than unity, there exist values of 0 for which no solution of 6 (equation 1) and
hence P (equation 3) can be found. If the computer should fail through instability, or through in-
ability to find a solution under conditions of erratic input data, the entire AAICS loop would be-
come useless. It was primarily this consideration that prompted resort to simulation in the
analysis of the problem.

Concept of Course Computer for Simulation

theA firm concept of the exact requirements and specifications of a computer for AAICS awaits

the results of other research programs. Therefore, simulation of the complete AAICS computer
U of the future, with all probable auxiliary functions included, was impossible at this stage. The
*. primary function of the computer will of necessity be that of generating course direction to betransmitted to the fighter. Only this function was simulated for the two-dimensional problem.

"An inspection of the course equations 3, 4, and 5 discloses two possible concepts of the
course computer compatible with practical considerations. One is that the course computer be
made fully automatic, i.e., solve all three equations, and the other that the computer be simpli-
fied by requiring the operator to determine q (equation 5) and insert it manually into the corn-
puter. Both possibilities were investigated in the simulation.

The fully automatic computer would have the advantage in' practice of maintaining a mini-
mum path course under all tactical situations, regardless of bomber course aspect or evasive
maneuvers involving either speed •hanges or heading changes with respect to wind. It would
further eliminate any delays resulting from the manual determination and insertion .of q. Its
sole disadvantage is the added complexity introduced in the computer and the resulting possible
influence on stability of the computer.

With the simplified computer the operator would be dependent on data at hand and obtainable
from equipment other than the computer for his determination of q. This might be accomplished
by using bomber-speed estimates obtained during the evaluation period, supplemented by the
operator's knowledge of enemy bomber types and the air speed command to the fighter. It is
entirely possible that experience with past raids might prove a reliable guide to the operator in
choosing a value of q. The manual determination of q in any case involves possible errors.
Simulation of the simplified computer was accomplished by mechanizing equations 3 and 4 with
the exact value of q set in. No errors in q were introduced in this simulation because a com-
parison of the stability and accuracy of the fully automatic computer with the simplified com-
puter was desired.

Effect of Inaccuracies in q

The effect of inaccuracies in q on the accuracy of course command, f, can be analyzed
readily by plotting equation 1, since errors in the lead angle 6 appear directly inf. The ratio
q was given an assumed value of 0.9, and equation 1 rearranged to

S6 =sin-1 [(0.9 +Aq) sin (12)

The' family of curves represented by equation 12 is shown in Figure 3. The angle q5, used
as the abscissa, is the aspect of the bomber's course. The case, 4- = 00, corresponds td head-on
attack, and the case, q5 - 1800, corresponds to a tail chase. The solid curve is drawn for the
condition of no error in q (Aq = 0) and is used as a reference. The dashed curves are identified
by the assumed error in q wit', which they are labeled. The ordinate difference, Ad, between the
reference curve and any other curve of the family, is the error in lead angle resulting from the
error Aq indicated on the curve. It i1 a maximum at 4 = 90' and reduces to zero at 4' 0° or
1800.

* It can be seen in Figure 3 that, for attacks in which 4 is 30' or less (approaching the con-

dition of a head-on interception), an error of 0.1 in q results in a 3-degree or less error in the
I
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OF0 JI ' I lead angle6, and hence in the Inter-s ou..n.", o0s, JTo

-- -- - ,- -r -- ---- -1--•--- ---- ceptor course P. It should be stated
0.. . o .. I . -- at this point, in considering the im-

F04 ,;iI I portance of accuracy in q, that an
- , /1 I -A--'•--j I -jerror in 6, and hence infl, does not S _*.

- .•D.1 necessarily result in an error in in-
0 terception with a closed loop such as

t 0 • AAICS, but only in a longer curved
~OJ-~ path of the interceptor with a conse -

to quent deeper penetration of the bom-I -ber. The increased penetration of the
00.... ..0.bomber is a function of the error in

o to 4o" 0 to ,oo Ito 1,o I0 o Ito q and the aspect of the bomber's
÷°t"ft11" course. This is illustrated for an as-

Figure 3 - F'f[ect of errors in q on lead nngle sumed case in Figure 4.

Extreme accuracy in the determination of q therefore is not necessary for purposes of ob-
taining an interception. Accurate interceptions can be obtained over a considerable range of
error in q with a closed loop system. The case illustrated in Figure 4 is somewhat extreme in . -
that the initial bomber aspect angle of 900 produces the greatest error in fighter course for an er-
ror in q, and in that the values assumed for Aq are inordinately large. For a case in which @ is 30"
or less and where a iure reasonable error in q is as-
sumed, the bomber's penetration beyond the minimum
path interception, point would be materially reduced
and would not exceed that permitted by normal navi- 1, -0--40-

gation errorni of the interceptor. I 10 ....

Simulation Loop '°° H"' --

The AAICS simulation loop covering the two. Ito -- ,MIK . .. ...._

dimensional phase of navigation is shown in Figure 5. 1- - + ...The bomber-course generator consisted of two into- ,0 -- --- tITATIO,

* grators into which had been set rates and initial con- ,
ditions. This generated exactly the straight-line ...... '. '
bomber courses assumed. For the dog-leg bomber o.
courses assumed, two sets 6f rates were used, with V, .
one set held back by a time delay unit until the point ,, ........../.-..-•.
of turn had been reached. The two sets of rates were 2 __ .........
then connected thru a time-constant circuit so that a O, V.,.
smooth transition from the initial rates to the final I.......,...,.,
rates occurred, simulating quite accurately the same .... . .
motion of a plane in flight. RO .. ''i * I ..- '

The T-W-S simulator consisted of four error....
generators whose purpose was to introduce random 0 to 40 go MILS so -o Ito

errors in the exact position data. It was desired that
the character of the random errors closely resemble Figure 4 B flombcr penetration resul ti-n

that anticipated in a T-W-S unit. The arrangement of from •n orror in q
computer elements employed to accomplish the generation and insertion of errors is shown in
Figure 6. The two relays at A, which opened and closed together, were actuated by the voltage
cycle shown in Figure 7. The data period was adjusted for each run to correspond to the rate
of antenna rotation assumed for that run. Likewise, the duration of closure was adjusted for.
each run to correspond to the time of radar illumination of the target occurring at that antenna
rate with an approximate beamwidth of 2.50. During the time that the relays (A in Figure 6)
were closed, the computer arrangement shown acted as a second-order differential circuit ex-
pressea by the equation,

2
= P (13)

*~~~ ~~~ 6 * ' 0 S
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"COUR BOMBER 4

•-" I Xl • X . -E t44 '•

GEN Xb E_,

.. •,t_:,:-:- LJ_ :A; c• u E

COMPUTEREI• T-N-S Slmi UMN MLFER (UTPISB-

s"X SOLVES EO
Xf I • 'i • . ... 3,4 85 INTCGkATCR (MULTIIPL'ES BY -I1 1 •'

Yt ~POTIENTIOMIITEIR
Figure 6 T-W-S simub~tor

INTERrEPTOR INITIAL VALUES rffm UAINO LSR
SI ' ,. , -

I I VI

IN INTERCEPTOR 
"

GEN ~ SM DATA
PER I1OD

Figure ., . A4ICS simulation loop Figure 7 - Cycle of control voltage _
The quantities R and K, which represent damping and angular velocity (during the time the

relays are closed) were controlled by adjustment of the scaling potentiometers (Figure 6). The
values of R and K used during simulalion made equation 13 correspond to an overdamped cir-
cuit. When the relays c'osed, E would drop rapidly to zero or to a value close to zero before
the relays could open. The first intigrator integrated the error E during the time of closure.
This integral of E was stored by the first Integrator after the relays opned to provide a rate for
the second integrator. The character of the output between sweeps (-X) was then similax to a
ramp function whose slope was controlled in sign and magnitude by E during th'e preceding pa-
riod of closure.

The outputs from tho) four error generators were fed to the next block of the stl iulation loop
of Figure 5, the course computer. Simulation of the AAICS course computer was accomplished
"by setting equations 3, 4, and 5 into standard REAC computer units. This simulation amounted
"to almost a direct substitutioa for an AAICS course computer of the electrical analogue type.
As similar components are involved, similar accuracies and response characteristics might be
expected.

"The next block of Figure 5, m'arked "Interceptor Control," simulates the action of the pilot
and plane in executing the course command,fl. The output of this block, 0, is the actual course
of the intercept(.r, which may or may not coincide exactly with 8 depending on limitations of both --
pilot and plane. The special mechanization necessary for interceptor control was based on the
following assumptions, derived from conversations with fighter pilots:

a. The pilot will fly a p:escribed course within ±3 degrees.

b. There will bc a three-second average delay before a new course t .s recognized by the .
pilot. The many demands on a fighter pilot's eyes preclude instant response to any one indica-
tor. The pilot's reaction time and the plane's response time, however, both being much less than
one second, were omitted.

c. Course corrections during the navigational phase will involve a turning rate of approxi-
mately 1.5 degrees per second.

The output of the interceptor control is fed to the last block in the loop, marked lInterceptor
Course Generator,* thus controlling the flight of the interceptor. The output of the generator is
the exact position of the interceptor, i.e., coordinates Xf and Yf, which are fed to the T-W-S
,simulttor to obtain the indicated coordinates, Xf and Yf, thus completing the loop.

- . .. .
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"RESULTS OF SIMULATION TESTS CONDUCTED

The work of simulation was (lone at the Cyclone Laboratory at Reeves Instrument Corp.,
New York City.* The course equations 3, 4, and 5, plus bomber and fighter course parameters
and the initial conditions pertaining to each interception, were presented to the Reeves Engi--• -° •T

neers for solution on the Cyclone simulator for seven representative cases so arranged as to
facilitate the desired study. The seven cases, with the bomber and fighter course parameters,
are presented in detail in the Appendix. The tactical situations assumed are shown in Figure 8.

Cases I to V inclusive, which were

repeats of the same bomber course,
y were used to obtain comparisons of

to obtain the effect of insertion of
POER - -.IOD V..A.. TWO-M ONL PASE --0 PERIOD T-W-S at 5-, 10-, and 15-second data

IRM DETECTION NAVIGATION FROM DETECTION
TO TIME TO TIME rates. Cases VI and VII were bom-

;NTERCEPTOR ,NTENE.PToR ber-course variations.
REACHESROMBEWS REACHME BOMBCRES , r

ALTITUDE I CA SES I -_ I ALTITUDE

,j.../...I. It was further specified that,
- CASE Mr on n of the seven cases

I NT'\ /outlined in the Appendix, they be
IERCEPTOR BOMER, re-run with an additional noise in-

RADA CEoURe EOURSRE
RAEA, serted in the position coordinates

_X to simulate errors originating in
ki•, A, •equipment other than T-W-S. A

total of seventeen runs were made
Fiue8-Amne bormber coujrses. to complete the seven cases. Twelve

run Figues -quantities were recorded for each
rundFtgures 9a and 9b). They were: fighter coordinates, Xf and Yf; bomber coordinates,Xb
and Yb; fighter course,6; course command, f; coordinate displacements, (Xb-XI) and (Yb-Yf);
and the errors in indicated position, Exb, Eyb, Exf, and Eyf. All but two of the runs resulted in
successful interception. These two were successfully re-run after modification of the smooth-
ing constants of the T..W-S.

The appraisal of loop stability was obtained by observing operation of the equipment and by
studying the performance as indicated on the recordings. The course computer had minor tran..
sients and hunting of servos during most of the runs. These occurred in the parts of the com-
puter associated with coordinate derivatives. The data input to the computer contained positional '.
errors, Exf, etc. (see Figure 10 for a sample). Consequently, high momentary values of co- 4

ordinate derivatives could and did occur. ,

Smoothing of component velocities to eliminate these momentary peaks would have reduced
or eliminated the minor transients occurring in the course computer. The output of the course
computer, P, contained frequent but minor damped oscillations which were of greatest magnitude "
during the time the bomber was maneuvering. Variations of 8 and the execution of the mechan-
ized pilot, 0, during a bomber maneuver are shown in Figure 1J. The action of the mechanized
pilot simulated quite well the integrating action of a pilot's eye in reading an indicator since only , 0
steady-state values of j were acted upon. Hence very good loop results were obtained even
though some hunting or minor transients occurred during most of the runs.

The schedule of runs is given in Table I. Two runs, No. 11 and No. 14, were unstable. They
were re-run satisfactorily after modification of the smoothing constant, K, and are designated as
No. 12 and No. 15.

The errors shown in the last column of Table I are the Y displacements of the fighter from

the bomber at the moment their X coordinates coincide. They are an indication of the over-all

* viMadc available thru courtesy of ONR and the Special Devices Center.

.•,. •." . • =

•. . • .
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"Figure 10 - Staple of error introkiced in coordinAte dtnt to ulmulte T-W-S J
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- .' e.fomanc of tIhe syste and •nvolve• eror relate to' the operat•.ion of T-W to pilot /errors '".

- " "" assumed, and to errors of the computer. They are realistic of actual interception conditions to.['''
,. ~~the extent that the assumption of pilot performance and T-W-S performance are realistic. The.,.,

-•, .... course computer, as set up in the Cyclone equipment, appeared to contribute very little to the
•=.• errors shown in Table I. The pilot performaince assumed is believed to be realistic in that it.
I ~represents the average performance anticipated and is welU within the realm of pilot attainment.

* It is felt that the simulation of T-W-S used in this problem was realistic in light of the sial- = -.
*" laxity of the error E in Figure 10 to errors obtained from actual equipment under development..

• . ~The maximum error amplitude during simulation may he in variance with actura values that will "'.•
Sbe obtained from the completed T-W-S, but the character of the curves is similar. The steep-,i .

_ . ness of slope during closure, which is critical to parts of the computer associated with coordi-•,' .
.* nate derivatives, was made as adverse in simulation as is expected in practice by making the...."

.I ~duration of closure equal to the time of radar target illumination. •

_'- .' '1 To simulate the possible existence of data errors originating in equipment extraneous to.,-.,.'
i'i~i•;T-W-S, noise (Figure 12) was introduced in the coordinates during some of the runs shown in...'..i.
,... ,rable I, Each case in which noise was added was a re-run of a previous run. Only in No. 14
• ..,did the addition of this noise result in failure. The T-W-S, operating at a 15-second data period -.... ";

• " with the choice of smoothing constants for No. 14, was unstable with the presence of this noise in
*•o its input. Failure occurred shortly after the sta~rt of the run. Xt was satisfactorily re-Irun (N~o. _

'/--.. 15) after changing the smoothing constant K.-7

-i- • A ~~thorough study of the recordings of each run was made, including factors contributing to .""••
. i" ~failure. The results are used as a basis for the conclusions.-•.."."

-'.'[',". Stability of Loop '•'''

.. , -" ~The AAICS locp proved stabkm whenever individual components were stable. The two failures'-" •

.,,-.... observed were related principally to the operation of T-W-S and to noise intentionally added to .....

,,'._ _ _ _ i"

", . . , "* -O. . O .. . . - . •.

, . . '%- ,. , .. . ., .'.. - . ," • . . . . , ,. . . . " .. • " , .•'. . -7 T 7 T7 .- .. .,

." . o , - . .. . / . " • . ,' . , . - . ' ' . ' • . . . . , . , 4 •', " " -, . • ' ' - . ', .' . . - . . , , -'. • . , . " " .* '4 . • . "
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TABLE I - TEST RESULTS

Smoothing Date aLuraticgn
Runi Case Iniput Constonita* Priodl of Closure Comnputer Results ErrorData R K (Sec) (S)

1 I Exac~t position . - - Simplifiedl (Eq. 2 & 3) Stable 100 yda.
(T-W.S inoporstive) q = 0.903 set-in

2 11 T.W..S 12.8 3.2 5.20 0.04 Simplified (Eq. 2 & 3) Stable 400 yds.
q =0.903 set-in

3 111 T.W..S 12.8 3.2 5.20 0.04 Complete (Eq. 2, 3 & 4) Stable 200 yda.
4 111 T.W-S noise 12.8 3.2 5.20 0.04 Comp.~eta (Eq. 2, 3 &i 4) Stable 300 yda.

addedt
5 VI T-W-S 12.8 3.2 5.20 0,04 CAimplete (Eq. 2, 3 &i 4) Stable 500 yda. .

(dogf-legf)
6 VI T.W.S noise 12.8 3.2 5.20 0.04 Qdhplate (Eq. 2, 3 & 4) Stable 400 ycla.

(dog-log) addedt
*7 IV T.W.S 12.8 3.2 10.05 0.07 Complete (Eq. 2, 3 & 4) Stable 300 yda

8 dog-leg T.W.S 12.8 3.2 10.01 0.07 Comp.lete (Eq. 2, 3 &i 4) Stable .400 yda.
9 IV T.W.S noise 12.8 3.2 10.05 0.07 Compqlete (Eq. 2, 3 &i 4) Stable 0

addedt
10 dog-lng T.W.S noise 12.8 3.2 10.06 0.07 Compylete (Eq. 2, 3 &i 4) Stable 400 yda.

addedt
11 V T..W.S 12.8 3.2 14.80 0.10 Complete (Eq. 2, 3 &i 4) Unstable due to poor smouthing

constants. Incomplete run.
12 V T.W.S 12,8 2.4 14.80 0.10 CAXylet~e (Eq. 2, 3 &i 4) Stable 300 yds.
13 dog-leg TIM.. 12.8 2.4 14,80 0.10 Conplet~e (Eq. 2, 3 &i 4) Stable 200 yds.
14 dog-log T.W.S noive 12.8 2.4 14.80 0.10 Coaplete (Eq. 2, 3 &i 4) Lkhstable. Inacosilet. rnu.

addedt

16 VII T-J.S 12.8 3.2 5.10 0.04 Complete (Eq. 2, 3 &i 4) Stable 1000 Yda.
17 VII T.W..S noise 12.8 3.2 5.10 0.04 Complete (Eq. 2, 3 &.4) Stable 700 yda.

addedt______ ____________

8 and K refer to constants in equation J3.
f For char" ter of noise added to bomber and fighter coordinate., see Figure 12.

'rr' ~ I TT77 YYT--4-7
UT1A A.' imo A..

Flur 1 ~scc f os ide t ordntu osTut

-i~ ,.,, - . -

... ILL

Figu. 12 Chrce of nos- ocodiae osmlt

erosfo mn n qupetohrtn .-
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the circuit. The computer and loop operated correctly at all data periods employed (i.e., 5, 10,
and 15 seconds) provided that the tracking was stable. All harmful instabilities encountered
originated in the T-W-S imit.

Stability of T-W-S

A Track-While-Scan system can be used for stable tracking provided suitable smoothing is
used. The degree of smoothing required varies with the data period. The data period can be
made very long, in the order of 15 to 20 seconds, and stable trackinig obtained when the target
"flies a straight-line course. A maneuvering target can be tracked if the data period is not too , -
long. It was found that a period of 10 seconds or less was satisfactory for the turns executed.

.- For longer periods or sharper turns, the errors built up to large values which induced insta- .
bility in the T-W-S. The stability of T-W-S is dependent upon the data rate, the duration of
closure, and the constants of its smoothing circuit. Because of the critical factors involved, the
design of practical T-W-S equipment may prove difficult.

Stability of Course Computer

Tho course computer operated with satisfactory stability on all data inputs provided by
T-W-8 up to the point where T-W-S failed to track and provide further data. Since the conditions
of tests were made to reproduce actual interception conditions as closely as possible in the
light of present knowledge, the design of a stable course computer is considered practicable.
Fully Automatic vs Simplified Computer

The automatic computation of q was easily accomplisned with the Cyclone equipment. The
influence of this operation on loop stability was found to be negligible. Considerable additional
equipment was necessary for this operation, which might also be the case in the design of a ape-
cial AAICS course computer. Therefore, the advantages of automatic computation of q should be

• i weighed against the increas&ed complexity of equipment before this feature is included in AAICS
specifications,

n. Accuracy of Placement

"The accuracy of interceptions was found to be unusually good, considering that averagi pilot
performance for course navigation (i.e., a delay of 3 seconds, an error of 13 degrees, and
"moderate turning rate of 1.50 per second) was inserted in the loop right up to the time of inter-
ception. Placement errors ranged from one direct hit to a maximum of 1000 yds, with a mean
error of 400 yds. p

Evasive Maneuver

A simple dog-leg maneuver occurring early enough in the bomber's course was not effective
in materially altering interception accuracies. However, a bomber turn occurring in the region
"of tally-ho could make interception impossible. A comprehensive determination of the po,.Jt of
breakdown in this maneuver could not be made at this stage. Any further simulation studies of
evasive maneuvers should include the close-in phase; should be based on full fighter maneuver-
ability; and should accurately simulate the actual data period, smoothing constants, and char-
acteristics of the proposed Track-While-Scan equipment.

PROGRAM FOR THE NEXT PERIOD

The simulation herein reported assumed a simple two-dimensional problem in order to es-
tablish the soundness and validity of certain basic factors. Additional simulation tests are
planned for the near future. More complex problems of AAICS will then be investigated for the
purpose oi wstablishing the merits of certain preliminary proposals to mechanize the tasks of
tracking, smoothing, and computing, and of generating optimum intercept courses. A more
thorough investigation of the opez"ation of T-W-S while tracking a maneuvering target is

% .S...
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"desirable. It is proposed to investigate aided tracking as a possible interim substitute for T-.W-S
and to simulate interceptions on the basis of aided tracking.
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APPENDIX

T - esnSPECIFICATIONS OF TEST RUNS .

Two-Dimensional AAICS Simulation

The following specificatiuns describe the seven cases simulated:

Case I Simplified course computer without Track-While-Scan (exact position coordinates
""used). Equations 3 and 4 solved by course computer with the value, qw0,903, set
into the computer.

Case I Simplified course computer same as Case I with Track-While-Scan operating at
5-second data rate and 0.04-second duration of closure.

Case [II Complete computer (equations 3,4, and 5) with Track-While.-Scan at 5-second data
" " rate and 0.04-second duration of closure.

Case IV Same as Case mI, but at 10-second data rate and 0.07-second duration of closure.

Case V Same as Case mI, but at 15-second data rte and 0.1-second duration of closure. '.

Case VI Dog-leg bomber course, otherwise same as Case In.

Case VII Head-on bomber course, otherwise same as Case lII. .

* Interceptor D~ata Qases Applicable

Vj.u 310 yds/sec (550 knots) All

X0  = 40,000 yda All

Yo = 0 All

900 I, II, III, IV, V, VI

00 woo VII

Yf n- 310 cos 0 dt (yds) All

X1= 40,000 f310 sin~dt (yds) All

Js 0 -0
.I ;l.... , : .2........... .,.t.-..!. .. i . ... !_ ._ .
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Interceptor Control

Movement of 0 was confined to the following restrictions in all seven cases:

1. When /3-0< t 30 0 remained constant.

2. When /3. Ž±3' 0 remained constant for 3 seconds and then approached /3at a rate:

dO
- =1.5"/sec.

At the start and end of a 0 change,

dd2
ddlo v _ I 2 1 2 4 .5 */ ie c .

Bomber Data Cases Applicable

Vb -280 ydu/sec (500 knots) All

Yb 168t

Xb.20010000-224t (yds) t in sec. 1, 11, LU, IV, V.

6 b - 200,000-2E')§. VII

Course of Figure 13 VI

10*

4 0000

sojir 3. obrt)lre I~V
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"NOME NCLATURE

0 heading of the interceptor

0, initial heading of the interceptor

,. directed course for the interceptor (computer output)

a true bearing of the bomber with respect to the interceptor.

" relative bearing of the bomber with respect to the interceptor when on collision.

course (lead angle)

j6 angle between the line of sight, bomber to interceptor, and the bomber's heading.

"Vf interceptor speed.

"Vb bomber speed.

q ratio of bomber speed to interceptor speed.

* Xb, Yb coordinates of the bomber.

Xf, Yf coordinates of the interceptor.

X0 , Y0 initial coordinates of the interceptor,

Xb, Yb, Xf, Yf corresponding coordinates as observed by the track-while-scan unit,

77I
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